Super Sentence Swap
When writing complex sentences, you will have noticed that sentences can sometimes start
with the subordinate clause (the clause that tells the reader more about the main clause).
When the subordinate clause comes at the start of the sentence, you need to separate it from
the main clause with a comma. For example:
Lightning Lad rushed to save everyone despite the danger.
Despite the danger, Lightning Lad rushed to save everyone.
Cut out the sentences below. Cut off the subordinate clause and place it at the beginning of
the sentence. Glue your answer onto another sheet of paper. Remember to correct the capital
letters and add commas in the correct places.
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Fire Man couldn’t use his powers because the rain was extremely heavy.
Gravity Girl flew through the air as she chased the getaway car.
Spider Boy received his amazing powers after he was bitten by a radioactive spider.
Mr. Amazing held the bridge aloft until the people were safely across.
Phoenix used her x-ray vision when she was looking for the stolen treasure.
Miss Mysterious still saved people although she had retired.
Wolf Boy’s body could heal itself if he got injured.
Alpha Major was the strongest superhero on Earth until he was defeated by evil Emperor Zog.
Dr Brain wouldn’t use her psychic powers unless there was no other choice.
Metal Man smashed through the wall because he needed to save the people inside the house.

Super Sentence Swap Answers
Fire Man couldn’t use his powers because the rain was extremely heavy.
Because the rain was extremely heavy, Fire Man couldn’t use his powers.
Gravity Girl flew through the air as she chased the getaway car.
As she chased the getaway car, Gravity Girl flew through the air.
Spider Boy received his amazing powers after he was bitten by a radioactive spider.
After he was bitten by a radioactive spider, Spider Boy received his amazing powers.
Mr. Amazing held the bridge aloft until the people were safely across.
Until the people were safely across, Mr Amazing held the bridge aloft.
Phoenix used her x-ray vision when she was looking for the stolen treasure.
When she was looking for the stolen treasure, Phoenix used her x-ray vision.
Miss Mysterious still saved people although she had retired.
Although she had retired, Miss Mysterious still saved people.
Wolf Boy’s body could heal itself if he got injured.
If he got injured, Wolf Boy’s body could heal itself.
Alpha Major was the strongest superhero on Earth until he was defeated by evil Emperor Zog.
Until he was defeated by evil Emperor Zog, Alpha Major was the strongest superhero on
Earth.
Dr Brain wouldn’t use her psychic powers unless there was no other choice.
Unless there was no other choice, Dr Brain wouldn’t use her psychic powers.
Metal Man smashed through the wall because he needed to save the people inside the house.
Because he needed to save the people inside the house, Metal Man smashed through the
wall.
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